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Summary of Modifications to SMART in Version 13.7.0 (May 2012 Release) 

Release Date May 18, 2012 

This table summarizes the major changes for users in SMART Version 13.7.0. 

Several modules change in the new version to provide greater functionality to the user, as summarized below. 

Module Affected Description 

ATR Service Summary The Service Summary menu item is now included under Client Activity (above Consent) in 

addition to its current location under Contract Management.  City column now displays the city of 

the Facility instead of the Agency.  Each row of the list now includes a link to a Service Summary 

Profile for each Facility location that includes the contracted services, special services, operating 

hours, address, phone number(s) and web address of the Facility.  Both the Service Summary list 

and profile screens now include a "Create Consent" link which will take the user directly to the 

Consent screen with the "Refer To" field pre-populated with the Agency Name of the selected 

Facility. 

Agency and Facility Profile Added a text field called “URL” to the Agency Profile screen. Added a text field called “URL” to 

the Facility Profile screen.  Added a text box called “Facility Description” to the Facility Profile 

screen underneath the new “URL” field. 

GPRA Follow-up consented 

activity 

The yellow page on the GPRA interview consented activity has been corrected. 

Upgrade WITS to .NET 4 and 

Silverlight 4 

Upgraded WITS to .NET 4.  This should have no visible impact for the user. 

System Access Created a nightly process that automatically removes SMART system access for users that have an 

end date set in their staff profile.  Staff records with no end date or a future end date are not 

affected.  Also, staff may now have the same start and end date. 

SAIS for ATR Optimized the process for SAIS data transfer. 

eCourt admission On the eCourt Admission screen, the average monthly income field is now editable even if the 

number of weeks employed is 0. It remains light yellow if the number of weeks employed is >0. 

Admission and Program 

Enrollment 

For Program Enrollments that have a modality where the "is admission required" indicator is set to 

False, allow the record to be saved without requiring an admission record. Also, the start date for 

this enrollment can be before admission date. Maryland is implementing several different 
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enrollment types that will not require a treatment admission. 

Discharge The self-help question has been updated so that it now references the number of times the user has 

attended a self-help meeting in the 30 days prior to discharge. 

Client Alerts A new alert has been created to notify specified staff when a Client Outcome Measure is due for a 

client.  The trigger is the date of the program enrollment or the date of the last client outcome 

measure, if one is present. 

Dates The error message concerning all dates is now more inclusive.  Previously, the message stated that 

the date was in an invalid format.  Now, the error message reads “the date entered may not exist or 

is in an invalid format. The date format must be MM/DD/YYYY or MM/DD/YY.” 

Reports Removed the GPRA status filter on CSAT monthly report – new. 

 

 

 

 


